At the Gates is a death core band from Gothenburg. Their new album is going to be released in a bit. I am reviewing the first 2 singles from said album.

With an album name To Drink From the Night Itself, I was expecting some good shit. Luckily, At the Gates delivers. These singles are good, heavy death core. They are kind of basic in terms of composition, but they are well executed.

The mixing is very dark and edgy. The vocals seem a bit muffled to me, likely due to the heavy guitars crowding the mids. The guitars sound really good, and the riffs are a good balance of melodic and heavy af. The drums are very well mixed, they have a unique sound that I really like. I did not really notice the bass, but the mix is full and doesn't need more bass. The vocals are good, but not my favorite. The vocal tone is generally great, but they are often monotone and sound muffled as previously mentioned.

I don't have much more to say, these songs will get you headbanging, check them out.
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